HUGE CAMPAIGN TO BE CONDUCTED BY C.A.

Will Employ Every Means to Arouse Interest Among Students in Association's Work.

MAKE SOCIAL SERVICE PLANS.

Announcement has been made that a general campaign will be undertaken on the campus by the Christian Association to create a closer relationship between the association and the student body. The purpose is to acquaint the student with the activities of the organization with the hope that he may derive benefit from participation in its work. The campaign will meet early in the week to formulate a plan for the campaign.

The Christian Association is planning a number of social events during the campaign and the secretaries are anxious to meet all the new students. The campaign wishes to call special attention to the activities of the association and is very anxious to meet all the students and acquaint them with the various denominational representatives.

MUCH EMPHASIS will be placed on the desirable one. The campaign will be organized in the University Settlement House, and is expected to prove an unusual success. The secretaries are anxious to meet all the new students and familiarize them with the various denominational representatives.

Many social events will be included in the campaign, including a social event on Tuesday, a social event on Wednesday, and a social event on Thursday. The secretaries are anxious to meet all the new students and familiarize them with the various denominational representatives.

With the return of normal conditions to the campus, a campaign for a number of the representative denominations will be conducted by The Pennsylvania Association. The campus will do its best to impress the students with the value of a college education and to the University ever more, if ever. The program will include a series of social events, and as a part of the work of the Pennsylvanian staff. The program will include a series of social events, including a social event on Tuesday, a social event on Wednesday, and a social event on Thursday. The secretaries are anxious to meet all the new students and familiarize them with the various denominational representatives.

PENNSYLVANIA STARTS DRIVE FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS.

Call Issued Today for More Business.

Meetings Tonight at Business Office.

With the return of normal conditions to the campus, a campaign for a number of the representative denominations will be conducted by The Pennsylvania Association. The campus will do its best to impress the students with the value of a college education and to the University ever more, if ever. The program will include a series of social events, and as a part of the work of the Pennsylvanian staff. The program will include a series of social events, including a social event on Tuesday, a social event on Wednesday, and a social event on Thursday. The secretaries are anxious to meet all the new students and familiarize them with the various denominational representatives.

\[\text{Chapel Attendance URGED BY PROVOST.}\]
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\[\text{VARSITY QUIET WIL Play LAFAYETTE SATURDAY.}\]

\begin{itemize}
  \item Definite announcement was made
  \item Definite announcement was made
  \item Definite announcement was made
\end{itemize}

\[\text{VALENTINE'S DAY.}\]
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\[\text{VALENTINE'S DAY.}\]
To the matriculants who are entering The University this year, The Pennsylvania is the only thing that will come from the undergraduate body. We are all glad to see many former students who left Penn to go to war and are now returning to take up their education where it was broken off. We hope that the matriculants of this year will not be a step backward but a new beginning ever for the entire University.

Pennsylvania has suffered much from the disruption caused by the war. It could not be otherwise. We should feel proud that our University has been able to do its part so well. Now that the task of winning the war is completed, we can turn our whole attention to rebuilding Pennsylvania and making it greater than before. The fine old traditions and spirit of the University are still alive and well and will be carried on and enriched by the undergraduate body of today as they have been carried forward by past generations.

The task of reconstructing Pennsylvania will fall heavily on us, the members of the student body. How quickly we must get ourselves and as well as we do our work will depend upon our efforts: during the coming months. All the old campus institutions and activities will be in full swing and new organizations will be formed to meet the needs of our students. It is our duty to work hard and get the best results possible.
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ATHLETICS TO BOOM DURING SECOND TERM

Sports Will Be Conducted on a Peace Time Basis, Unhampered by Military Restrictions.

TO APPORTION TEAM BUDGETS.

With the opening of the new college term on a peace time basis, athletic prospects are brighter than they have been at any time during the last two years. The athletic authorities are free to make schedules for the future without fear that they may be canceled without notice on account of war conditions. At a recent meeting of the Athletic Council it was decided to revise all sports during the coming term. The only restriction placed on athletics is a financial one. The teams must keep within scholarships and these are generous enough to insure a successful year.

The first sport to get under way will be basketball, under the tutelage of Volunteering Coach Jourdet and Assistant Coach Martin. This major sport has the brightest of prospects, since virtually all of the 1918 team is back at college and a large number of last year's promising team will be available.

Winter sports are being handled by Joseph Wright, crew coach, who is expected to arrive here in the near future from Toronto. Rowing will boom. Although the sport was always very popular in past years, its popularity this year will be unsurpassed. A call for candidates will be issued soon. The American Rowing Association will stage its "American Henley" on the Schuylkill River in the spring, but it is not likely that the Poughkeepsie Regatta will be held. A success for a freshman crew is present at the University, and with the return of many former stars who have signified their intention of coming back this term, Coach Wright will have the material for a winning crew.

The track outlook is a little uncertain, especially for indoor meets this winter. Coach Robertson has been discharged from the service and will take charge of the track candidates. As the Intercollegiate A. A. A. will not hold on indoor meet in connection with its annual contest, the track season will be confined largely to the outdoor schedule. A great many of the track men have seen service in France, and will not be back to college before next fall, but there is still a number of stars in college who will make the outdoor track season interesting.

Minor sports will be in full swing during the winter and spring season, swimming and water polo will be resumed under the direction of Coach Klotter, who has the material for representative teams. Wrestling, which was very popular during the first term, will continue, but as yet a coach has not been appointed. Rugby, under Coach Deck and football, under Coach Torrse, will attract many students, and meets will be planned with nearby colleges. A meeting of the Minor Sports Committee will be held during the week to determine the number of meets and amount of the budget to be allowed for the different teams.

A recent meeting of the athletic authorities it was decided to reinstatement all student members of the Athletic Association who had purchased A. A. tickets during the S. A. T. C. regime to full membership. Plans are being formulated to run another A. A. campaign during the new term for those men who have returned to college or those who did not avail themselves of the opportunity to purchase tickets during the past term. According to the system now in use by the Athletic Association, only those students who purchase A. A. tickets become members of the association. A means is being devised by the authorities whereby every student will automatically become a member upon payment of a fee to be charged at the beginning of the year. The fee will be small enough for the privilege than is being charged now. In all probability, the fee will be augmented until next year.

Plans to Entertain Soon.

With the return of Joseph Wright, the program of athletic events is being inaugurated. The new term will attract many students who, with the material for a winning crew, will make the outdoor track season interesting.
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Subscribe for the Pennsylvania Today!
TO RESUME BIBLE LECTURES

Dr. Jastrow Will Begin Talks on Old Testament January 14.

Dr. Herman V. Zim, Dean of the Graduate School, has announced that Dr. Nathan Walkup, of the Graduate School, will resume his course of public lectures on the Books of the Old Testament on Tuesday, January 14, at 4 P.M., provided he recovers as many as thirty applicants for the course. The lectures are scheduled for every Tuesday until Easter, in the Seminar Room of the Library.

Professor Jastrow proposes to take up first "The Song of Songs," to follow that with "The Book of Ruth," and to conclude the course with selected Psalms. The period followed will be the same as in former years. Professor Jastrow will read his own translation of the books selected, and comment as he proceeds. The course is open to all without fee, but those who signify their intention to take the course are expected to attend regularly and to bring their English Bibles with them. Those desiring to take part in the course are requested to send their names to Professor Jastrow, at the Library.

University's Curtain Call. Running up to date the University Curtain Call, the Alumni Register, the monthly of the General Alumni Society, gives out the following information in their "War Record." Killed, 118; wounded, 66; honors, 6; prisoners, 8. The latest mentioned prisoner is William E. Eichinger, '18, formerly reporter and both of his class. He has now been released from a prison camp in Germany.

C. A. Helps Student. Desiring the service of the Christian Association through its Employment Bureau, a large number of students, who are working their way through college, have been placed in positions enabling them to work and at the same time continue their studies. Students wishing part-time work will be taken care of if they apply to Mrs. Hughes in the Bureau office, located in Houston Club.

Senior Class to Organize. Plans are being made to hold a meeting of all seniors this week, to take up matters of class organization. A definite date has not yet been set but will be announced at Chapel service, President Herrold, of the Senior Class, announces that a date will be set later for the election of treasurer, secretary, vice-president and the Executive Committee.

Back Again on the Job. Ever faithful to the University, F. Harry Nick, the veteran lieutenant of The Pennsylvania, is again on the job, and will continue his valuable work on the Dolly under the regular peace time regime. He is now entering on his tenth year, and his return is heartily welcomed by the members of the board.

HALL THE DAWN OF PEACE!
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